
Mobile Engagement Solutions for Customer Service
Every enterprise knows that good customer service 
leads to positive word-of-mouth advertising, repeat 
sales, and loyal customers. Today, with mobile 
devices empowering your customers like never 
before, mobile messaging should be at the center  
of your customer service strategy.

In today’s digitized and mobilized economy, customers rule. 
Empowered with information and highly capable mobile devices, 
customers are losing patience with the deskbound technologies  
and processes still used by many call centers.

The Power of Customer Experience

The good…

• More than 80% of customers with a good 
experience will pay more for a product or 
service

• More than 40% of customers with a good 
experience will make additional purchases

The bad…

• More than 80% of customers with a poor 
experience will switch to  
a competitor

The ugly…

• More than 70% of customers will share a 
poor experience on social media and online 
review sites

— www.zendesk.com

What Customer Enjoys Calling a Call Center?

Customers view traditional call centers as inefficient and frustrating. They dread navigating IVR systems,  
waiting on hold, and repeating information to automated systems and customer service representatives. 

Your customers are mobile. Enable them to interact with you in the way they prefer: via SMS, MMS, or Push 
Notifications. With mobile messaging your customers will appreciate being able to communicate and interact  
with you from the device they use for all of their day-to-day communications.

Customers today define good customer service in terms of 
convenience and efficiency. They want fast access to help and  
services 24x7 via the communications channel they use most: mobile. 

OpenMarket’s mobile engagement solutions enable companies to 
modernize their customer support organizations and processes, 
realizing gains in business efficiency, customer satisfaction, and 
competitive differentiation.

Customer Service and Mobile: a Perfect Combo

Mobile engagement and customer service are highly synergistic, providing enterprises with many opportunities  
to streamline business processes and improve ROI, and at the same time delight customers. Here are just a few  
examples of customer service use cases that you can optimize with mobile messaging: 

• A customer texts a keyword to his bank’s short code to report a lost credit card. 

• A customer texts a keyword to reset account credentials that he’s forgotten.

• A customer receives an SMS-based survey to gather feedback on a specific interaction or experience.



About Us
OpenMarket, a division of Amdocs, helps enterprises use mobile to transform their business. OpenMarket provides mobile engagement solutions for organizations to optimize their 
operations and enhance relationships with their customers and employees. Major enterprises choose OpenMarket for our domain expertise, service flexibility, demonstrated performance 
and reliability, global scale, and corporate maturity. We provide smart, interactive connectivity to more than 200 countries, enabling businesses to engage with nearly every mobile user 
around the world. Our clients trust us to power their mobile business. For more information, visit www.openmarket.com.
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Why OpenMarket

Our mission is to help you transform your business with mobile. Whether your use case involves appointment 
reminders, shipping notifications, call center communications, or any other customer service use case, we have the 
expertise and mobile solutions you need to succeed. 

• A driver files an insurance claim by sending an MMS (with an image or video) to the insurance provider’s short code.

• A utility company texts customers about a forecasted storm, and enables them to text in to report loss of power.

• A customer texts a company’s toll-free line to ask a question.

The ubiquity and simplicity of mobile messaging—in particular SMS—make it an ideal tool for customer service.  
With an open rate of more than 95% and the ability to reach users globally, SMS lets you communicate and interact 
with your target audience using both one- and two-way mobile messaging. 

Enterprise-grade operability. Our platform’s demonstrated performance, flexibility, scalability, global 
reach and SLAs mean you can rely on OpenMarket 24/7/365 to reliably deliver your communications.

Corporate maturity. We have been a mobile market leader since 1999. We are a division of Amdocs, Inc., 
(NASDAQ: DOX) a global enterprise with over $3 billion in annual revenue. Today, four of the top 10 most 
respected global brands and 40% of mobile messaging vendors rely on the OpenMarket platform, giving 
us a broad base of experience that we bring to each of our customer’s mobile needs.

Flexible platform for custom solutions. We offer SMS, MMS, and Push Notifications, powered by a SaaS-
based mobile engagement platform. The flexibility of our platform enables us to build custom mobile 
solutions for functional organizations across the enterprise and in many industries.

Professional and consulting services. Our experts will help you design, implement, and manage your mobile 
engagement solutions. Our broad base of experience enables us to solve for a wide variety of business use 
cases—across the entire enterprise.

Resources

Download our Customer Experience White Paper at: 
http://www.openmarket.com/download/transform-customer-experience/

View our Mobile Engagement in Actions videos at: http://www.openmarket.com/resources/videos-webinars


